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Abstract
The moduli space of real cubic surfaces is shown to have a hyperbolic structure. ( 2001 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The moduli space M of marked cubic surfaces admits a complex hyperbolic structure [1,3]. In
this paper we show that the real locus of M admits a (real) hyperbolic structure.
The space M enjoys a bi-regular action of the group G+=(E
6
), the Weyl group of type E
6
, and
has a smooth G-equivariant compacti"cation C (Naruki’s cross-ratio variety de"ned in [5]). The
hypersurface C!M has two types of irreducible components, the (three-dimensional) Terada
model and P1]P1]P1; the components of each type form a G-orbit. The divisors of the latter type
do not intersect with each other and can be blown-down to points; let us denote the resulting
variety by MM , and the complement of these points in MM by MM e.
On the other hand, consider the principal congruence subgroup
C(1!u) :"Mg3C D g,I
5
mod (1!u)N/center, u"exp 2pi/3
with level (1!u), of the modular group
C :"Mg3G‚
5
(E) D tg6 hg"hN/center, E"Z[u].
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PII: S 0 0 4 0 - 9 3 8 3 ( 9 9 ) 0 0 0 7 0 - 1
These groups act on the complex 4-ball (complex hyperbolic 4-space)
B4"Mv
1
:2:v
5
3P4 D h(v) :"Dv
1
D2!Dv
2
D2!2!Dv
5
D2’0N
and [1] proves the isomorphism
MM e+B4/C(1!u).
Since the varieties in question are de"ned over R, we can speak about their real loci, which will
be denoted by MR , MM R , and so on. Now we state the result of this paper.
Theorem 1. The variety MM R admits a hyperbolic structure.
On the other hand, let us de"ne the real parts of the groups C and C(1!u):
K :"Mg3G‚
5
(Z) D tghg"hN/center,
K(3) :"Mg3K D g,I
5
mod3N/center.
Note that EWR"Z, (1!u)EWR"3Z, and that Z/3Z+E/(1!u)E+F
3
(the "eld with three
elements) induces the isomorphisms
K/K(3)+C/C(1!u)+Mg3G‚
5
(F
3
) D tghg"hN/center+=(E
6
).
These groups act on the real 4-ball (hyperbolic 4-space)
B4R :"Mv1 :2:v53P4R D h(v)"v21!v22!2!v25’0N.
The following theorem implies Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. We have the isomorphism
MM eR+B4R/K(3).
Remark. I would like to warn the reader that this is not a direct consequence of the above
isomorphism for complex varieties; this is a rather unexpectedly lucky phenomenon (see also [2,8]).
The situation is di!erent for the classical elliptic modular case, and so is the case studied in [4].
I must confess that I do not quite understand from where this di!erence arise.
2. Proof
Our strategy of the proof is to study the orbifold structure of the quotient space MM R/G and then
to identify this orbifold with the quotient space B4R/K.
The group K is known [7] to be a re#ection group (hyperbolic Coxeter group) with graph
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This can be readily checked by choosing, for example, the "ve generating re#ections with the
roots
A
0
1
!1
0
0
B, A
0
0
1
!1
0
B , A
1
1
1
0
1
B, A
0
1
1
1
1
B and A
1
0
0
0
0
B.
The above Coxeter graph says, in particular, that
f any chamber is a simplex bounded by "ve walls labelled 1,2,5,
f the intersection point of the walls 2,2,5 is on the boundary,
f and that the other four vertices are in the ball.
The variety MR is a union of 432 cells, which are transitive under G; let us denote one of these cells
by P. The shape of P in CR is studied in [6]. Thus through the above-mentioned G-equivariant
blowing-down process, we can know the shape of P in MM ; let us denote by P
1
the closure of P in MM R .
The subgroup of G which leaves P
1
invariant is isomorphic to the symmetric group S
5
, and acts on
P
1
as a re#ection group; the mirrors has a unique common point called the center of P
1
. Note that
D=(E
6
)D"432 ) 5!. In order to describe a fundamental domain of G on MM R , or more precisely the
orbifold MM /G, we study the piecewise linear structure of the boundary LP
1
of P
1
. Note that the
boundary LP
1
is homeomorphic to the 3-sphere S3, which we identify with R3XMRN.
The boundary LP
1
is the union of 10 double tetrahedra, "lling the sphere S3. These 10 double
tetrahedra are situated as follows (see Fig. 1): Place the "ve e-vertices on the vertices of
a tetrahedron „ and its barycenter. One can then visualize 10 triangles, the four triangular faces of
„ and the six triangles formed by the barycenter and the six edges of „. These 10 triangles will be
referred to as (triangular) xlms. The union of the 10 "lms cuts the sphere S3 into "ve tetrahedra (the
four small tetrahedra inside „ and the in"nitely large one outside „). Next, place "ve L-vertices at
the barycenters of these "ve tetrahedra (the point at in"nity is considered to be the barycenter of the
in"nitely large tetrahedron). For each triangular "lm, there are two L-vertices which are barycen-
ters of the two tetrahedra adjacent through the "lm. Form two cones (small tetrahedra) with the
"lm and the two L-vertices, and glue these cones along the "lm. Then one obtains a double
tetrahedron bounded by six triangular faces with three e-vertices and two L-vertices. In this way,
the sphere S3 is divided into 10 double tetrahedra. Note that along an(y) edge, exactly three double
tetrahedra are adjacent.
A(ny) fundamental chamber of the action of the re#ection group S
5
on P
1
is a 4-simplex * which
is the join of the center of P
M
and a 3-simplex £ in a double tetrahedron de"ned as follows (see Figs.
2 and 3): Make a barycentric subdivision of the triangle with the three e-vertices of the double
tetrahedron to produce six small triangles; make a cone with one of these six triangles as base and
one of the two L-vertices. Thus we get 12 small tetrahedra; the 3-simplex £ is one of these.
Let us label, by 1,2,4, the 2-faces of the 3-simplex £ as in Fig. 3; the same labelling will also be
used for the four faces of * which are the joins of the center of P
1
and the 2-faces of £. The
remaining face of * will be called the 3-face 5.
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Fig. 1. The boundary of P
1
: Six (among the ten) double tetrahedra are shown. One of them is moved so that the interior
can be seen. A L-vertex is at R.
Fig. 2. A double tetrahedron and the barycenter v of the e-triangle.
The orbifold structure of *, regarded as the quotient MM R/G, can be known by evaluating the
number of copies of * adjacent along each 2-face of *.
Recall that, along an(y) edge of double tetrahedron, exactly three double tetrahedra are adjacent.
From this fact and the de"nition of the small 3-simplex £, we have
where " stands for the wall of *, two circles are not connected if and only if along the intersection of
the two walls there are four copies of *, and two circles are connected by a simple (resp. double)
segment if and only if along the intersection of the two walls there are six (resp. eight) copies of *.
Now we put a lid on the simplicial cone by the "fth wall. If this wall intersects another wall
interior the double tetrahedron, then nothing special occurs; this is the case for walls 1, 2 and 4.
Since the divisor CR!MR is normally crossing, along the intersection of the walls 3 and 5, there
are eight copies of * (i.e. 5 " "" 3). Summing up, the orbifold type of * can be described by
exactly the same Coxeter diagram as that of the orbifold B4R/K.
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Fig. 3. The 3-simplex £.
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